Tuesday, 29 March 2016

Build your own capital, brick by brick
The National Capital Authority (NCA) will be touring its educational travelling exhibition, Brick by Brick: Build Your
Own Capital, to its next destination at the Bunbury Library in April.
The exhibition will be opened at the Bunbury Library by Mayor Gary Brennan on Wednesday, 6 April 2016 at
10.30am.
The NCA’s Outreach and Education Officer, Roslyn Hull, said participants were encouraged to be creative and build a
TM
new National Capital using LEGO or replicate iconic national institutions and buildings in Canberra.
“As part of this education program, children and their families are asked to think about their future and their
capital’s future, to explore what they would want to see in the Canberra of tomorrow,” Ms Hull said.
“They can then let their ideas take shape and with over 30,000 LEGO
endless.”
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bricks to play with, the possibilities are

Brick by Brick is designed for children from four years of age and is suitable for a range of abilities. Construction
sheets are available for visitors to recreate the major institutions and attractions that identify the capital, from
Australian Parliament House to the National Carillon.
Bunbury Mayor Gary Brennan said the exhibition was an opportunity for children in regional Western Australia to
experience our national capital without having to travel to Canberra.
“Bunbury is pleased to host this exciting exhibition which will help children from throughout the region appreciate
the significance of Canberra in a hands-on and playful environment,” Mr Brennan said.
Brick by Brick: Build Your Own Capital officially opens to the public at the Bunbury Library on 6 April and runs until 5
June.
*Please note: LEGO
exhibition.
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is a trademark of the LEGO Group, which does not sponsor, authorise or endorse this
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